Year 2: Autumn 1st Half Term

English



Wonderful
Woodlands

Narrative (Little Red Riding Hood)
Non chronological report (Woodland Animals)

Skills to taught:
-Sentences with different forms: statement, question,
exclamation, command
-Expanded noun phrases

History


Focus for Autumn 2 Half Term

-Phase 6 phonic (spelling rules)

Geography







Maths




Place value
Addition
Subtraction

Follow a route on a plan or map
Use simple compass directions
Answer geographical questions
Collect information in a chart
Analyse results
Create and use simple surveys and questionnaires

Why?
In this topic children will develop their understanding of their
world.
Science





They will begin to understand how to look after the local
environment and the animals and plants around them.

explore and compare the differences between things
that are living, dead, and things that have never been
alive
identify that most living things live in habitats
identify and name a variety of plants and animals in their
habitats, including microhabitats
describe how animals obtain their food from plants and
other animals identifying what a food chain is.







Computing
Getting to know different software
Printing and saving work.
E-safety




Special things in Nature
Special people

Children will study healthy eating and keeping fit
through P.E, feelings and emotions, Learning
behaviours and growth mindset.
British values – mutual respect, tolerance of different
faiths and beliefs and democracy - school council
votes
E-safety – critical thinking

MFL

Music – The Seasons -Pitch

Learn vocabulary for:








R.E



SMSC






Art and Design

Days of the week
Months
Numbers from one
to twelve.








Design & Technology


Changes in pitch and
Responding
with
movement
Contrasting changes
Changes in dynamics
Pitched and unpitched
percussion sounds
Listen
to
orchestral
music

use a range of materials creatively to design and
make products
use drawing, painting and sculpture to develop and
share their ideas, experiences and imagination
develop a wide range of art and design techniques in
using colour, pattern, texture, line, shape, form and
space
learn about the work of a range of artists, craft
makers and designers, describing the differences and
similarities
between
different
practices
and
disciplines, and making links to their own work.

Focus for Autumn 2 Half Term

P.E.




Premier sport
Multi skills
Gymnastics

